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Reveille editor
discusses plans
for yearbook

interpreted through Finance Committee, has
dictated that the underclassmen and women

--

VE1LLE

will not be in the book.
I do have different options available to me
on the manner in which the seniors are to be
presented. For a number of years now, the
senior pictures have been done by student
photographers who have made arrangements
with each senior as to the type and place of
the picture.
These portraits have been described as
"candid", which they are not. When people
have their portrait taken, I feel that they
should confront that issue and deal with the
problems posed by portrait photography.
Many of these photographs in the past
Reveilles have ignored the fact that they are
supposed to be portraits. In addition, many of
these have been of poor technical quality. I
want to minimize the risks involved in the

particular situation.
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by Steve Block
At the late January Student Council
meeting which passed the budget, I asked the
Council to give me specific requirements for
the editor of Reveille. I was told that Council,
which allocates funds, (specifically $8,110.
for Reveille this year) can only require that
every student gets one copy. Council gives
Journalism Board that right to oversee my
judgement. Well, that's good. But what do I
put in those big, blank pages, making sure
that every student gets a copy?
If I look to the past Reveilles here at
Kenyon, it becomes apparent that the
students here expect and cherish the famed
"senior pictures". The past Reveilles all
seem to treat the subject as if it were a
necessary ingredient to any yearbook.
The argument, for inclusion, goes like
this: "After four years as a student, the
senior wants a lasting look at his friends,
something which reminds him of his friends,
and his stay here." Does the senior want
some lasting proof that he went to college,
some record which in later years will prove
that he wasn't a failure when he was young?
No, I don't believe that conjecture. But
everyone seems quite certain that the
seniors should be in the yearbook. And I think
I'm as adamant on that point as anyone.
I want every last senior to have his picture
in the yearbook. A yearbook does have
specific goals, purpose and style. In coming
to an understanding of a yearbook's goals and
purpose, I feel that the juniors, sophomores
and freshmen have that same right to be
pictured in the book. Tradition, however, as

Given those assumptions and purposes, I
don't believe that my staff and myself can
treat the senior picture section the same way
as in the past few years. The energy,
manpower and expertise, let alone the
money, are not available to me to produce
consistent and quality senior portraits.
I have found what I believe to be a
photographic situation which solves the
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New I.F.C.

i
President Rick Miller.

IFC elects

new president

by Linda Angst
Topics of conversation on the Hill this
week strayed temporarily from the mundane
as frat men focused their attention on the
important issue of choosing a new chairman
to lead the InterFraternity Council. Their
final decision put Richard H. Miller into the
seat of authority.
Miller, formerly President of the Peeps,
hopes to maintain a "viable and worthwhile
organization." Taking the stand that there is
strength in unity, he intends to uphold the
policies of former chairman Greg DeSilvio
who evoked a stronger sense of cooperation
among the various fraternities. According to

Miller, encouraging cooperation between
members is an essential purpose of the IFC.
Aside from maintaining this basic
premise, Miller hopes to remedy existing
inequities and to implement several new
policies. Specifically, he feels that too often
the fraternities are "footing the bill for
campus social life." Ih working more
closely with the Social Committee, this
problem could be better controlled and
perhaps the general structure of Kenyon
social life independents included would
be improved.
Establishment of a Fraternity Judicial
Board is also favored by Miller. Such a unit
only
would
"handle
interfraternity
violations and render an opinion which will
be binding upon the fraternity involved."
Arguing that King Tradition must yield to
change, one proposal which he would like to
see undertaken is that of allowing
fraternities the option of inducting women
actives. This would include provisions for
coed living accommodations within the frat
houses. Under present school policies, this
is not condoned.
If the fraternities are ready to have more
liberal policies introduced, Richard Miller
is their man.
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Our Kenyon degrees
have always found editors of publications to be rather strange people. I never
understood why anyone in their right mind would ever want to be editor of, say, the Collepi
anyone intellegent enough to do the job should also be intelligent enough to stay the hell ai:
from such a job. Admittedly, I am not bright enough to have fully understood the implicac: J
but having nonetneit:
and ramifications of putting out a weekly newspapermagazine,
assumed the editor's post, I think I now understand (a little bit) the motives involved
lust for power, the need to impress grad schools, the desire to just plain
things played less of a role than one might imagine. The real reason, I confess, had to do r.
a very depressing feeling (perhaps related to the infamous senioritis) that crept up on
of emptiness and lack of accomplishment. Four years of Kenyon experience left:
with nothing tangible to show for it. At the heart of this feeling was the desire for prof!
needed a tangible proof that a challenge was met. The Kenyon degree alone, though tangi! .
is hardly proof of a challenge. For most young Americans a college degree, even fro:
school such as Kenyon, has become less of a challenge than a necessity. After gradua:
your Kenyon degree and 25 cents will get you a cup of coffee.
The Kenyon experience can, of course, be challenging, but generally you have to go
of your way to find the challenges available. Should we ask more of the Kenyon
the degree represent something more than merely four years of existence? In thee:
senior comprehensives assure that this existence is challenging, that our four years can:,
synthisized and put to use in the real world afterlife. But the notion of integration !'
application of getting theory and practice together has rarely been taken seriously
past (comps are simply a small obstacle on the way to graduation, something to get overt
gracefully as possible.), and except in the case of an honors project, nothing tangible
produced.
Perhaps, just perhaps, comps should require the senior to meet the challenge thatt
at the core of all the high flown rhetoric and produce something worthwhile. Proposal No
the senior thesis idea, seemed to address itself to this problem. It was dismissed becafc
among other things, "We would be dealing with all seniors the average and below as well:
the bright. It might be too much to expect that the majority of students will produce
qi
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between the end of classes and the beginning
of examinations.
The decision changing Commencement
day deserves to be scrutinized. The main
goal in the decision seems to have been to

choose

a

day which

would

in--

three-quarter-

advantageous for all students.
Cont. on p.
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somettt'-worthwhile.-

"

The comps issue now apparently lies dormant, if not dead. Something worthwhile,
too much to expect, so the
has been made to keep comps pretty much up tot
discretion of each department as long, it seems, as they don't require any::
"worthwhile." The only change involves making them less anxiety producing, a smak
obstacle to hurdle. And so the Kenyon degree itself remains about as valuable and meamni'
H f
as a lump of sugar in your cup of coffee.
non-decisio-

n

Power of the press?
Looking back to the beirinnin? of mv lone- tenure fthree issues') as Colleeian
remember vividly my first day at " the office. ' ' There I stood, a naive,
greenhorn journalist with visions of Horace Greely, William Randolph Hearst, and a
Cronkite floating in my head. The omnipotent power of the press was now mine. I was no
memberof thatelitecorpof effete, impudent snobs. Though not a member of the pedier
of thfr
East Coast branch of the corp. I could take some solace at beine a
r
Kenyon, after all, is the Princeton of the midwest.
With keys in hand and heart in mouth, I unlocked the door to the office, Room No. I:'1'
appropriate for the ppwer center, the jugular vein of the campus. I found myself in a clutter
stairwell, but I was not fooled. I knew that this must be the facade a la the small la;
fronting the vast headquarters of UNCLE. At the topofthe stairs was The Door. Behind"1;;
must certainly be the smoke filled room where campus policy is dictated, where men
made, and regimes are toppled. Here, I would ascend to new power, become the King
my destiny and, of course, save the world while I was at it.
,
Expecting to be blinded by the rays of power reflecting off the many accolades o"
walls, and mystified by the files of leaked top secret informational my beck and call, ' s'u
nikpd
uic-piithednornnpn
,
THFRIT
Mn;T
OAWI? aa u;mr
.i
r..
t.
n r uli ivno
i
viy fyfa uu-ii,wu, nr juniD
iuui
uf uriu
aic. with
;
one 4x6 card file, two rather disheveled looking desks
equally disheveled If0'-tables, one ALO composite and a wall to wall carpet of dead and or hibernating flies covet"'
everything.
The King maker spent his first afternoon on the job sweeping up the flies and thro''-th- e
full force of his editorial power against the ones that still buzzed around. Today the fl'
tomorrow the world. Well, maybe I should wait until the typewriter is fixed, and the lfa
works. The lights do work admirably and the ALO picture adds something to the room.
God for small favors, it could have been a picture of
.? Well, the lights do work admi"
-
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inconvenience the graduating seniors'
parents, not to choose a day which would
s
of the student
maximize
body's education. The fact that the two
students who participated in the decision
were seniors, presumably graduating this
year, would seem to cast doubt on their being
concerned with arriving at a date most

d

expenen;-Shoul-

:

Last Friday evening, an open letter from
Williamson, the Registrar, to the
was
body
inconspicuously
student
distributed, and unfortunately escaped the
notice of most students. The letter
announced a rearrangement of the calendar
for May, to the extent that three fewer days
are being allotted for reading period, and
examinations will now end on May 20, a day
earlier than originally scheduled.
We regard this change as potentially
detrimental, in that the anticipated time
available for test preparation has been
diminished. On Monday, we talked to Dean
Williamson, and he told us the justifications
for the change. Reading week is a Kenyon
tradition, and while the Dean pointed out that
many students leave the Hill for a portion of
Reading period, the great majority of
students use the time to consolidate a year's
classwork and reading in preparation for a
test which often counts a third or more of a
course grade. Another consideration is that
some professors assign
finals
during this period. Any reduction in reading
period will damage the student's potential
understanding of what he has learned, and
also lower the standards Kenyon sets for
itself.
The
"good reasons"
which
Dean
Williamson hints at, but fails to specify in his
letter, appear to us to be less than justified.
The major reason for the alteration is the
Commencement from Sunday,
May 26, to Saturday, May 25, necessitated by
the Sunday closing of gas stations. The
decision for the change was made by the
College Administration. The Dean told us
that two Student Council members, both
seniors, participated in the decision. This
one day change in Commencement day
results in a compression of the total
period, because prior to
Commencement rooms must be cleaned for
parents, and diplomas must be
(The Dean was vehement on this point). The
result is thatonly five and a half days remain
Dean

l

Reading wk change protested

Mark Block, Anthony Wood
News: Brian Izenberg
Editor Emeritus: Matthew Mees
Sports: Bob Gibson
Assistant Editor: Matthew A. Winkler
Business Manager: George EwM
Associate Editor: Kevin Martin
Layout: Stacy K. Offner
Published weekly during the school session at Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio
class postage applied for at Gambier. Yearly subscription rate $7.00. PleaS
address any comments to the editors at PBX 289, P.O. Box 308, our box at the
or in person in our office, Pierce No. 1 (The Tower),
Monday-Friday- .
Editors-in-Chie-
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Martin

drama the hand of each
indistinguishable in the final
product; in the best drama, the production is
such an organically
whole entity, that neither
uelementnor a performer stands out from
my other. That is the essential click,
the
harmony of elements, in a
freat production. This harmony is rarely
found in actual
performances
it is the
reviewer's job to take this entity apart, to
point out
the unity or discord in these
actualized' plays.
Kelt several times during last week's
productions of The Merchant of Venice
oichis also being performed this weekend)
iutthis synthesis was almost achieved, was
close to being achieved, except for certain
isharmonious elements which, while they
ere adequately done, did not seem to fit in
lith the general mood of the production.
Theplay, it seems to me, found its core in
i distinct beauty that shone through an
essential spareness. The setting, the same
tasic unit designed
for all three major
productions, was modified with
baroque
staircase
railings, an ornate
and marbleized posts which
form a
skeletal elegance around which the
ed

shield-frontispiec- e,

actors

move.
The lighting
design, also,
tasteful and spare.
With one

is generally
exception, it
asserts itself obtrusively or becomes
endenUya lighting trick. For the most part
e lighting
is a constant warm amber, and
to
between the warm day and
Jedeep blue night are subtle and well-donHoever, the scenes with
Portia's suitors
adher caskets
bothered me quite a bit: the
Wing was too obviously staged in order to
lighten
audience response to the awesome
askets, and the effect of twinkling lights,
inherently in last year's magical
Production of
The Tempest, came off as icing
Wacakeand not in keeping with the rest of
toe
ever

cross-ove-

rs

e.

show.

Properties
"Weared

were astounding, I thought it
that an extremely diligent props

r

Page
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crew had spent a long time assuring that not
only the major props, the caskets, were
historically accurate and visually rich, but
all of the minor props, the swords, rings, and
letters, were rich and beautiful. Therefore
they were absorbed into the play, and were
apt and believable.
Working with the props to create a richly
sensual spectacle were the costuming,
wiggery and music. The director's decision
to set the play in late 18th century Italy
seems to have been a fortuitous one, for the
accent placed on the three couples is
enhanced by the dazzling costumes and the
romantic Mozart score.
At the heart of drama, however, is this:
directed actors playing out a narrative tale.
It is this that, for general audiences, that
proves the worth or worthlessness of a
production, and the group of actors in this
case seemed the weakest aspect of the show.

(Rob

Jaffe) in Merchant.

3

From whatl could construct after seeing the
play twice, the minor characters, whose
main bits were for the most part in the first
act, were directed to play for yoks, very
based in
broadly, with a
slapstick. A Drama major discreetly
informed me before the show's premiere
that, if indeed Ms. Marley had used
slapstick, it was only to offset the
unacceptable and unbelievable foundation of
basic to the play.
I found this not the case. The issue of
Was disposed of neatly, due mainly
to the excellent performance turned in by
Rob Jaffe as Shylock. His disgust for Antonio
fear and
and the
is
loathing felt by the Christians for the Jew is
shown to be a base as bullying. Shylock's "if
you prick us do we not bleed" speech is done
with such conviction and intensity that he
two-dimensional-

anti-semitis-

ity

m

anti-semitis-

well-define-

deep-seate-

d,

m

d

Cont. on p.
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Positions clarified
Cont. from p. 2
the
errors
committed
enumerated by Mr. Guttmann, however,
these errors were all committed by an
Yet,
Mr.
inexperienced
broadcaster.
Guttmann criticized the WKCO staff for its
ineptitude, which leads me to the conclusion
that he has not heard any of the other
classical spots presented by three different
broadcasters. Surely Mr. Guttmann should
have listened to more than two two hour
shows before reaching the conclusion that
the WKCO staff has no appreciation of
classical music, and that it is so careless in
its scheduling of it that there is insufficient
time to broadcast long pieces. Of the four
JANET HECKMAN
times slots each week, one is three and a half
DAVID CULP
hours, two are three hours, and only one is
TIMOTHY SCHACHNER
two hours. Few works are longer than these
time slots and periodic special programs
can easily cover these few.
WKCO classics defended
If Mr. Guttmann or anyone else has any
Mr. H. P. Guttmann, in his letter to the complaints about classical programming on
WKCO, I shall be happy to discuss them with
editorsof January 31, 1974 has unjustifiably
him. WKCO welcomes and indeed invites
criticized the WKCO staff for its "jarring
comments and criticisms about any of its
interruptions", incredible truncations",
operations, but the most efficient vehicle for
"profound lack of appreciation", and
presenting them is not the college
"disrespect of the masters" in the
newspaper, rather it is the radio station
presentation of classical music. I seriously
itself.
wonder whether Mr. Guttmann has listened
ANDREW N. GROSS
to more than two of the sixty odd hours of
classical music broadcast on WKCO since
the end of November. The incidents he refers
to all occurred during two two hour
Drama 100 revisited
programs on Sunday under extenuating
not
representative
circumstances and are
In response to your response to my letter
WKCO procedure.
100
of
Drama
concerning
reviews
with FCC rules and
In accordance
productions I have one comment, for it
regulations it has been WKCO station policy
seemed to me that you still do not understand
for a licensed engineer to operate the
what I mean about the nature of these
transmitter when unlicensed broadcaster
productions To mslce my point I will suggest
presents a show. This is usually the case on
that they be advertised thusly: "A volunteer
Sunday evening. On the Sunday evenings in
test audience is needed for a drama 100
question, the program schedule had just been
production, (name of production). Anyone in
revised and the engineer for the classical
the Gambier Community is invited to
spot expected someone else to present the
participate. You can sign up at the Hill
show. When no one appeared at the appointed
Theatre, etc. . . ."
hour the engineer was forced to present the
show himself. Admitting neither knowledge
ALVA GREENBERG
nor interest in classical music, the engineer

Commencement could be moved to Monday,
May 27, or be held on Sunday, as originally
scheduled. Solutions other than holding
Commencement on Saturday should be
reconsidered.
In short, we urge that the full reading
period be reinstituted. If any students agree
with us, we urge them to register a complaint
with Dean Williamson in the Registrar's
office in Stephens Hall. The Dean stated that
a reversal of the decision is unlikely, but
only a display of discontent from the students
will convince the administration that reading
period is vital.
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Yours Imploringly,
The Management
TILLIE'S PUNCTURED ROMANCE (1914)
Directed by Mack Sennett; with Charles
Chaplin, Marie Dressier, Mabel Normand,
and Mack Swain. Black and white. Silent. 43
minutes. G.

Commentary

A look

Feb

Bouncer on the way
if liquor stays
Mack Sennett, whose studio turned out
some of the silent screen's most popular
comedy stars, directed this first feature-lengt- h
comedy in which Charlie Chaplin
appeared. It tells the story of a city slicker
(Chaplin) who entices a rich and amorous
country girl to go to the city with him. There,
he executes his hilarious plan to relieve her
of her wealth. The Keystone Kops are
featured in a climactic chase scene.

strange compelling power over vampires,
and the victims die slowly, only after
repeated
Memorable are the
blood-lettin-

g.

at IFC elections

As part of the election procedures for a
new InterFraternity Council president, the
candidates are asked to submit position
papers stating their views on the issues
before the collective fraternity system. This
independent would like to comment on the
fraternity system in light of the position
papers submitted this week by Richard H.
Miller and Chuck Pariano. I will begin with
smaller points and then address the major
issues of independents, social functions and
frats in general at Kenyon.
First of all a note about IFC. It seems
strange that the individual fraternities would
ever allow the IFC to dominate their internal
affairs. For example, why should the IFC
challenge the Peeps proposal to allow women
in their division, or say who gets let into an
individual frat's party? Frats have weakened
their position by allowing the IFC to take a

dictatorial role.
I would like to challenge Mr. Pariano's
statement about frat men in campus
government bodies. The Student Council is
certainly not "stacked with independents"
Membership is based upon "a proportion
commensurate with the relative numbers of
students in these constituencies (women,
fraternity men, and unaffiliated men) at the
time of the election." (Article III, Section

3(d) of the Campus Government

Constitution). At that time independents
were the majority and therefore hold more
seats on Council than frat men to be exact
three more. As for the three officers who are
independent men and thus holding some kind
of mythical position of power, only one frat
man ran for an officer. By the way, that
person is now a member of Council and
dutifully carries out his assignment as

yt

MataW

tVv h.
snots that evoke the aeaaiy emanation oi
the rats scurrying in the street
the phantom ship sailing by itself, full of to
men; the tricky use of negative film ai:
single-fram- e
exposure. "Murnau's vampifi
remains the most loathsome and repugnr
figure to be encountered in the cinema."
ill

i

tt-vamp-

NOSFERATU (1922) Directed by F. W.
Murnau, with Max Schreck, Alexander
Granach, Michael Weindling. Black and
white. Silent. 63 minutes. G.
Unlike the later incarnations of Dracula,
Bela Lugosi and Christopher Lee, Murnau's
vampire (Max Schreck) was no sexy, suave,
debonair figure who stole the lady's heart
before he stole her blood. Murnau's vampire
was hideous, a shriveled, ashen little man:
bony, fanged, and taloned, he is utterly evil.
The story was taken from Bram Stoker's
DRACULA, but Murnau changed the locale to
Germany in the 1830's, and added touches of
Nordic mysticism to what has become
'traditional' vampire lore. Thus, love has a

t

J

ire

TO PATRONS OF THE FILM SOCIETY:
The College has recently expressed to us
its mounting anxiety over consumption of
alcohol and various smokables in Rosse Hall
during Film Society programs, in violation
of numerous College regulations and state
laws. We share this anxiety, and ask that you
please tank up BEFORE you go to the movies,
and also that you refrain' from smoking in
Rosse. If the air is not soon cleared in this
matter, we are advised by the College that
Film Society will be constrained to hire a
House Manager or Bouncer, whose office it
will be to confiscate liquor at the door, and
roam the aisles quenching cigarette butts, to
our chagrin and your distraction. It should be
noted that the cost of a House Manager's
salary would strain the cinematic purse-stringand very likely would result in a
reduction in the quality; if not the number of
any upcoming KFS productions.

by Kim Straus

IS;

CAMILLE (1937)
"There may be too much stuffed furniture
but under George Cukor's direction Grec
Garbo gives a warm and generis

performance that is possibly her finest
The story concerns a young man who falls
love with Camille, an older woman whoi
being kept by an aging aristocrat. Camille t
time falls in love but is reluctant to give idi
the young man, knowing that if their loIr
were to become public he would
foothold he has in society. Bi
eventually overcome with each other Ht!
run away to the country, to live a simple Wj
and it's no to'
Their ectasy is short-livetelling the ending.
los-whatev-

er

FILMS

7,

chairperson of the wearisome but necessary
Elections Committee. On Senate (not
"student senate"), three of the four male
student members are affiliated with
fraternities. In short, the frats have
adequate and very capable spokesmen in
Campus Government.
One very important clarification of terms
needs to be made on this campus. The label
"independents" should not be thought of as
applying to only men! I believe Mr. Miller
recognizes this fact. Most women are, and to
the best of my knowledge, want to remain
independents. (WARNING: Some of those
questionnaires calling for' sororities are
jokes.) Therefore Mr. Pariano, do those
"parasites" and "freeloaders" include
women? This points to the issue of the
independents (women and men) on this
campus and their relations with the frats.
To begin with, I will strongly maintain that
all students (but at this point in time
particularly men) have the unqualified right
to affiliate or not to affiliate. Never on this
campus-shoulfraternities unconditionally
exclude independents from social activities
with the expressed or unexpressed motive of
vengeance!
The growing conflict between affiliated
and
students at Kenyon is one
which should be given strict attention. This
College already has plenty of physical
polarization between the two ends of the
campus. Surely doctrinal division is not
needed when the College is striving to regain
a sense of community it supposedly once-had- .
The fraternities, in trying to preserve
themselves through IFC legislation, are
entrenching themselves for battle. The IFC
should have as its goal the strengthening of
the fraternities as part of the community

d

"Camille" at 8:00 Saturday, 10:00 Sunda!
"Tillie" and "Nosferatu" 10:00 SaturW
8:00 Sunday.
Onnrl

fnnfoH

No

films on

Friday-G- eo
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lousing proposal released
spring of each year anxiety abounds,
over final examinations, but also
i.rmitory assignments for the next
Because of significant changes in the
I character
of the Kenyon student
;rfsent housing policy has led to
:: problems
within our community.
:-i-

fthe

fraternities, students possess

sofassurance that they will be living
like, or might be
Mewith. Outside of the fraternities,
-- nosocial unit on which a student has
.... Nothing mediates
between the
arsons they know,

one's dormitory room. In
many individuals feel isolated.
:;icademic community suffers. The
acute in the case of
:. for
whom
there is nothing
;:ib!e to fraternities. The fact that
:'ir one finds him or herself in a
adormitory with different neighbors
acerbates the problem. Further,
::sand faculty tend to know one another
the classroom and course work,
is sometimes
an inhibition among
and students to
talk to one another as
rs of an intellectual community,
'ia vastly enlarged student body, it
- :me
increasingly apparent that there
;iKnsibility to provide each student
some
and
intellectual
social
piere in which he can grow." "The
"ace of this home-basconcept cannot
:--

and

m

.?.

--pa-

rticularly

..-?-

--

--

"

--

e

stressed."

fully

statement to the

;l

i

(Inter-Fraternit-

y

Senate Committee

agrees. Having
Senate
extensive study and debate.
discussions
with
all areas

King)

"'-- a

(e.g.

:td
:""t

Advisors.

faculty,
Smythe

fraternities,
House,

the

Affairs Center, freshmen), Senate
:'s the adoption of a House System.
iWt.it is the philosophy of the House
--

--

- 'hat

all
students should be
claim upon the advantages of
Was group living.
Persons living in
uuld be assured of having access to
"outside the classroom, enjoying the
social funds, and helping to determine
!os" of their House. The idea of a
"System
is to make these things
neto residents but not to force them
ed a

--

--

--

ne.

changes in campus life
establishment of Houses.
'station each freshman will go to the
'Jhichheor she has been assigned,
!her academic advisor will be one
acuity Associates attached to that
The government
within each House
;'sist of a House Council, and the
rsof the House will
elect from among
dumber representatives
to Student
Funds to
finance House activities
r4nfrom the General Activity Fee.
pities will remain
as presently
,;ite,l, and members
of the same
'''"'H all belong to the same House.
"wise, however, which will become
.:;'JS of residential
life at Kenyon.
" is not unlikely that a student's
ion with a
House will in some cases
Vljseven after graduation, so that as an
,' 0raluinnu, he will have a familiar
hich to
return.
be a total of eight Houses:
"8'
Bushnell, Old Kenyon, Leonard,
'

;

S1?nificant
'rom the

--

;;

1

--

;ill

Hanna. Norton, Dormitory III, and Watson,

each of which will house

only

upperclassmen. All freshmen will continue
to reside on a freshman campus, which will
consist of McBride, Mather, Gund, and
Lewis. Those upperclassmen who do not

reside

in the House

with which

they

are

associated will instead occupy one of the
rooms which has been reserved for
members of their House in one or more of the
following living areas: Farr Hall, the second
floor of the Health Service, the Bexley
Apartments, and the New Apartments. Space
in these areas will be assigned to each House
on a per capita basis.
Although the administrative details of
House selection will not be determined until
the House System has been approved,
concerning
this
guidelines
general
procedure have already been established.
All entering freshmen will be assigned to a
and
of advising
for purposes
House
orientation. Later in the year, at some time
during the Spring Semester, the House
Council and Faculty Associates of each
House will undertake, with the help of the
Student Affairs staff, to acquaint freshmen
with the residents, activities, and character
of their House. Having in this way been
enabled to make an informed choice, all
freshmen will then select the House with
which they desire to associate. (Freshmen
who affiliate with a Residential Group, eg.,
a fraternity will ipso facto be associated with
the House to which their fraternity has been
assigned.) Once this selection has been
made, students will be expected to remain
associated with the same House until they
graduate. Therefore, changes of House
affiliation will be discouraged and granted

only when necessary.
Every House will be governed by a House
Council and will be represented in Student
Council by representatives elected in
accordance with procedures established by
Senate. Funds in an amount yet to be
determined will be allocated to each House,
on a per capita basis, from the General
Activity Fee and will be administered by the

House Council alone. None of the

organizations to which individual House
members may happen to belong will have any
authority over House funds.
Although it has yet to be decided how
Faculty Associates will be selected and what
all their functions will be, they will, together
with members of the Student Affairs staff,
participate in the work of the House
Councils. Faculty Associate will also serve
as advisors to members of their Houses.
The freshmen class will live in residence
halls chosen for their proximity to one
another. The Freshman Council will retain
the responsibilities it now has, and funding
too will be handled in accordance with
current procedures.
Freshman residence halls will be staffed
by Resident Advisors, the selection of whom
will be coordinated by the Dean of the
Residential College. Before elections to
Freshman Class Council have been held,
Resident Advisers will have various
responsibilities in the area of leadership.
Afterwards they will serve as advisors.
Every Residential Group recognized by
the College will be guaranteed adjacent
rooms for its members in the House to which

it is assigned.
Questions and answers
1. What will be the governance structure
for each House?
The purpose of governance within the
First, to provide
House are three:
appropriate forms for individual and group
living, and second, with the aid of House
funds to provide opportunities for social,
cultural and recreational activities, and
third, to determine assignment of rooms in

the House.
The mechanism by which these purposes
will be filled will be left up to the individuals
of each House. By allowing each House to
determine its own form of internal
governance, the students residing in a
particular House will be able to select a
governance structure that is most conducive
to their particular needs. Some Houses may
choose to elect a House Council with
representatives from each floor, while
others may choose to form a House Council
from the House. The
elected
decision, in any case, will be left to the
residents of each House.
2. What other monies will be available to
the House?
Each House will be allocated funds from
the General Activity fee on a per capita
basis. Yet, for some functions the House may
need additional funds.
The House may not require its members to
pay additional fees in order to finance
activities of the House. Additional monies
may be solicited on a voluntary basis from
members of a particular House.
Beyond the General Activities Fee and
at-lar-

ge

voluntary assessment, there are other
avenues of financial aid open to the House.
Sponsoring activities with other Houses, and
is a possibility.
sharing the costs,
Sponsoring activities with other campus
agencies, and sharing costs, is a possibility
as well, e.g. , a dance with Freshman Council
or a lecture reception with the Lectureships
Committee. Further, the Project Finance
Committee of Student Council has funds
available for projects presented to them by
petition.
3. How will students select their House?
At this time, we have no firm commitment

to any transition program from the present
system to the House system. We are
considering several possibilities, and are
open to suggestions from the community.
In the future, Freshmen will be assigned to
a House for the purposes of advising and
orientation. Opportunity for change will be
available in the Spring of Freshmen year.
4. Does the House system merely emulate
the present fraternity system?
Indeed, we have drawn from the
advantages of the fraternity system, i.e., the
cohesive and continuous housing system, and
those advantageous
have incorporated
elements of the fraternity system into our
House system.
By and large, however, the difference
between a House system and a fraternity
system rule out any notions of emulation.
Most importantly, there is nothing required
of the resident of the House. The extent to

Cont. on p.

6

Housing questions
and answers
Cont. from p. 5
which an individual participates
activities of the House is at

Schedule of Discussion Groups on the Housing Proposal

the

ra
CO

ft

hisher

to continue to operate within the

House system?
Yes. Members of a fraternity will be
automatically included in House functions.
The fraternities may have funds of their own
to use for fraternity activities.

hi:

Monday, February 11,
and Faculty
Students
8:30-10:0-

A--

GROUP II:

C--

new

organizations can exist within the House in
the same manner as the present fraternities.
7. How will several fraternities occupy
one building and still function as a House?

While fraternities will retain their
will
be
there
individual activities,
opportunity for fraternity members to
pursue activities with other members of
their House through the House Council. For
example, although an individual's fraternity
may not wish to sponsor a lecture reception,
the House may.
8. Will every student be associated with a
House?
Yes. Every student will have a portion of
the General Activities Fee allocated to the
House with which that student is associated.
every student will be
In that respect,
associated with a House. Whether or not an
individual chooses to be active in House
functions is a personal choice. But, because
of general association, they will be included
in House activities.
9. How will the House system alter the
existing campus government?
The House system will make Student
representation
Council
geographical.
Otherwise, all remains the same with the
addition of separate House Councils.
10. Will the opportunity remain for
coeducational as well as single sex housing?
As the proposal is written,
the
opportunity for coed and single sex housing
will exist.
to make a

Council
House
will
The
establish
procedures for selection of- rooms within
each House. (Please see question No. 1 for
explanation of House government.)
-

12. If Farr
Hall, Bexley, the New
Apartments and the Health Service are not
considered to be Houses, how will they be
assigned to residents within a House?
Apartments and rooms in Farr Hall and
the Health Service will be allocated
proportionately to each House on the basis of
the population of each House and will be
considered to be a part of the House.

V

8:30-10:0-

in1

P.M. Gund Commons Lounge.

0

G--

be

L

Ri

P.M. Lower Dempsey Lounge.

0

of

F
to-

GROUP III:

Tuesday, February 12,
and Faculty
Students

8:30-10:0-

G--

GROUP IV:
GROUP V:

H

0

Wednesday, February 13,
and Staff
Students

P.M. Lower Dempsey

Lounge.

P.M. Gund Commons

Lounge.

P.M. Gund Commons

Lounge.

P.M. Lower Dempsey

Lounge.

pi

r

S-- Z

8:30-10:0-

0

L

O

Thursday, February
Students P R, W

14,

1
8:30-10:0-

GROUP VII: Thursday, February 14,
Students
and Faculty

8:30-10:0-

S--

Lounge.

a

0

Y-- Z

L,

P.M. Gund Commons

R

Tuesday, February 12,
and Faculty
Students
M--

GROUP VI:

M--

8:30-10:0-

I--

proposal allow for new
organizations, subgroups or societies?
As is the present procedure, a new
Residential Group must draft a proposal
which is submitted for recognition by the

U--

B,

Monday, February 11,

Students

6. How will the

1 1. How will individuals be able
room selection?

Co:

Open Community Discussion: Saturday, February 9, 1:00 P.M. Rosse Hall.
GROUP I:

College. Once recognized,

!f

f

This schedule indicates day, time, place and groups for discussions of the Housm;
Proposal. If you cannot join the discussion indicated go to another one. Each group wil
have two members of the Senate present to answer questions and record opinions an:
suggestions.

Will the proposal permit the

fraternities

If!

7,

CO

in

discretion.
5.
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Searching for a President
by Tom McGannon
As many of you may have seen, Kenyon is
now soliciting suggestions from members of
the College community as to possible
candidates to assume the presidency of
Kenyon upon Mr. Caples retirement in 1975.
Students, as well as alumni, faculty,
parents, and 'friends' of the College have
been invited to address the Presidential
Committee with names of persons they feel
would be capable of leading the College
through the next decade.
The Search Committee, composed of six
Trustees, one Alumni rep., two Kenyon
Faculty, and two Students, is chaired by
Trustee D. Bruce Mansfield, President of
the Ohio Edison Company. The committee
hasmetonceinGambier, and will meet this
month in Columbus. At the first meeting
much of the discussion centered around
defining the qualities and experience the
committee felt a candidate should possess to
be given serious consideration.
Also
discussed was the method by which the
Committee shall proceed in it's search, and
itwastheoonsensusofthose present that an
outside consulting firm may have to be
WKCO-91- .9

retained in order to aid the committer
finding the best possible person to fill'
job.
Vigorous leadershipanda commitmf:
liberal arts education are primary con'
of the committee: the factors of age and

are

not.

There is a vacancy on the committee I
t
student member. Students who
be interested in such a position sft
be aware that it may require consider-timeand that they will indirectly bei
significant degree of authority over
future direction of the college. MoreOu";
position for students at Kenyon, it denu
responsibility and real thoughtfulness
will certainly be the most exciting
available to a Kenyon student for some
come. Inquiries should be addressed1.
Executive Committee of Student Council
should be submitted to their box
Friday, Feb. 15. Since the committee
meet at least through the first semes:
believe-migh-

,

t-t-

o

Page
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next year, applicants

should

underclasspersons or seniors will'
make frequent trips back to Kenyon i

graduation.

FM

proposal needs only final approval by
Board of Trustees before it

Dnce houses are assembIed tney
wi be able to negotiate for the

j(fte
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isolated fortress within the
Cooperation
rather than
confrontation (I think someone else said
iat). Mr. Miller tends in this direction with
bis idea about the admission
of independents
J into IFC sponsored parties. I honestly
believe that fraternities would benefit during
nther than an
community.

better relations

if they have
ipperclass independents.

Rcsh

with

social life on the

burden of the Kenyon

is a legitimate concern. Having been a
pledge and now living as an independent with
l fraternity, I am aware of the amount of
tork which goes into
the preparation of
frats

J

parties. However, the task is made easier by
hsinessman-schola- r

to meet with

Taplin

students

Kenyon

the existence of an organization with persons
elected to fulfill those functions. I would
never advocate allowing independents to
receive free what frat men must pay for in
the way of entertainment. However, I
strongly object to total closing of parties or
creating impossible conditions for inclusion
such as an extreme cover charge. Social
engagement is a vital need on this campus
and the frats will gain respect by accepting a
social role. One might say that a student
could remain an independent, not having to
live in the frat division and still have the
same social life: thus the frats might lose
members. However, the frats at Kenyon have
put too much emphasis on their social value,
their party function. What happened to the
concept of true fraternalism? The ALO's
express it in their Student Handbook
description (page 68): ". . . we bind

businessman Frank E. Taplin will
days on the Kenyon College
t2mpus beginning
February
10, as a
Woodrow
Wilson National
Fellowship
Foundation Senior
Fellow.
Mr. Taplin
will be the second such visitor
seven

Kenyon under this novel program
purpose is to span the gap between
tlassroom and the outside world.
AClevelandlawyer until 1950, Mr. Taplin
visit

rtose

is now

chairman of the board of Scurry-fiainboOil Limited, a Canadian exploration
production company, and a
director of
Cleveland's
North American Coal Company,
'firm now
in southern Ohio. He
formerly on the boards of White Motor
Company and
the Wheeling and Lake Erie
w

strip-minin- g

fay

Company.

Bides his energy-relateinterests, Mr.
Willis a staunch
supporter of the arts. His
"rectorships and
trusteeships of cultural
usntauons
are numerous, and include
Relations with the Metropolitan Opera,
mencan Friends
of Covent Garden, the
'Wallet, the Marlboro School of Music,
' Cleveland Orchestra, and the Lincoln
d

"mm for the Performing
Arts.
wnald Reed, Kenyon
coordinator of the
mm Fellow
Program, said a full week of
--

T

sl

tlesis being planned for Mr. and Mrs.
Edition to several seminars with

special interest groups, Mr.

MuDtsand

pUn w111 nold visitation hours
Uleir Madeline Mather Residence

Hchrt
apart
bvtoJt?11'-

Members of the community are
in, the hours will be posted in

-

It'P

credentials in the academic
less impressive than his
quaIifications. A Rhodes Scholar
Tap iS
m 1939
earned a masters degree in
jjfj
I"06 from 0xford- He followed that
ep
from Yale Law Scho1
bl941 nm. undergraduate degree in history
(Pni
B
Kappa) was earned in 1937 from
Prtu c ,
university
"e IS
!S Cllr.x,..
.
CUrronl., u...
Sarah i
tiuirman oi tne Doara oi
ne
Colleee, Bronxville, New
York
and
.n the board of Bradford College in
8radforH
seJJ10ervlsitor's

busj.

are no

-

LL-B-

-

---..-

Any

-

iijr

"""Husetts.
wno

wisnes to schedule a
Mr' or Mrs- TaPlin should
Reed in the
ff Campus Study

UeetinPerson
coma,;,
OfnCe

,ltn

"
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constituencies;
members be encouraged to jofr 'the

-

Frank Taplin, Woodrow Wilson Fellow,
on campus next week.

ourselves to a brotherhood that we may gain
greater unity of purpose, understanding,
appreciation and fellowship." This is the
spirit that IFC should be pushing, if any. I
contend that fraternities which exist solely
as party machines should not exist at all.
Residential patterns can be adapted for that
purpose.
One of the most distressing problems that
I see on this campus today is what I would call
the
"Kenyon Man attitude". Kenyon
underwent a major change in its history with
the admission of women students. And yet
five years later this campus still reeks of the
chauvinism of old. I cannot blame the
fraternities completely for this but they
remain a staunch symbol and structure for
that hated attitude. The IFC has condemned
the Peeps proposal and harassed the Psi U. 's
for activating a woman. The frats provide a
forum for men to sit around and swap stories
of how they have been "mistreated" by
women. The tasteless way I have heard
women referred to by frat men is disgusting.
Here, men can treat women poorly but
women cannot do the same without reprisal.
If the frats maintain these ideas then they
should become extinct immediately. If frats
are havens for male chauvinism, let them
die. Or change them! The attrition rate
among women is alarming. Perhaps this
attitude is to blame. All traces of the old
"Kenyon Man" should be buried deep and a
sense of respect should prevail.
Obviously, my treatment of the fraternity
system is harsh, but no harsher than that of
one of the IFC position papers toward
independents. I resent, and I am sure my
fellow independents resent, being referred
to as a "parasite" or a "freeloader". I also
cannot conceive of myself as a threat to the
labors of frat men. What I ask is simple: that
the IFC and the individual frats examine
their goals, motives and spirit; that the
officials of the College and the Campus
Government examine the total campus with
emphasis on peaceful coexistence; and that
all forces be concentrated to rid the
community of unwanted attitudes for the
ultimate goal of unity. How about that for a
Kenyon experience?

Merchant faintly unsatisfying
Cont. from p. 3
becomes the most sympathetic

character

in

the play; his revenge is acceptable on a
human, not racial, level, and the revenge
upon him operates, for me at least, on the
personal level of punishment for refusing to
)e merciful.
Slapstick does not work in that way, and I
feel that it may have been used a bit too much,
in quite the same way as the twinkling lights
Generally, the slapstick bits are almost
written in the script, as in Morocco's scene,
with his wild speech and. incredible
turnarounds. But in other scenes, when a
more delicate relationship is established
and a lighter comedy is called for, the same
heavy slapstick is hauled out and jabbed in
the audience's face.
As for performances., most of the company
was adequate, some were not. Among those
who stood out in their roles, besides'Rob

Jaffe, whom I've mentioned, were Chris
Reidy who virtually stole his scenes with his
gnomic appearance and action, although he
had little more than a. walk-orole; Ellen
Winters who, as Shylock's rebellious
daughter Jessica, is demure and stirring;
and Meg Merckens, as Portia, who radiated a
natural grace and elegance, and brought a
interpretation to the part.
The totality of this production then, forms
a tenuous unity between elements which, for
the most part, tend in the same direction, yet
find as their weakest rink the aspect which
should be the most carefully composed and
drawn out. All in all, I was faintly unsatisfied
with the whole experience despite some
excellent component parts.
Get your tickets before they're all sold
,

n

full-bodie-

out.

d
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dark journey,
in search of
connections

A

OYER THE
by Kevin

Fitzgerald

7,1

Bill

and Dick Smith

by Ted Bunker
John Haines began his poetry reading last
Sunday with the works of Tom McGrath and
Edmund Muir, presenting dark visions of the
future which served as subtle indicators of
the theme that carried through the reading.
Mr. Haines style, although not very fluent,
was quite absorbing, and his metaphors,
allusions, and word combinations exhibited
much imagination.
poet
reading
the
Throughout the
persistently mentioned an idea or connecting
device in his poetry as well as his life which
remained for him somewhat unclear. Many
of his poems dealt with racial and cultural
histories, their interactions, and the ensuing

results. Somethingof a

naturalist-humanist-

,

he lived in Alaska or some time, and is well
able to depict the clash of Indian and white
cultures, as well as the shock of entering the
modern world from the undeveloped
wilderness (he professed to have severed, at
one time in his life, most if not all of his ties
and contacts with the modern world).
He showed himself to be quite adept at
viewing things from unusual perspectives,
especially in poems like "The Incurable
House", which was written from the point of
view of a dead man in his coffin, and also in a
poem written as though the poet was the voice
of all the cigarettes in existance. The skill
and depth with which he handles this sort of

verse is admirable.

Much of Haines' verse is conceived as
the story of a journey; and this seems to be
the best clue as to the connecting device
which unifies his poetry. He acknowledged'
this, and went on to say that he himself has1
Cont. on p. 9

Chamber music
featured Friday

Kandy-Kolore-

d

Tangerine Flake Streamlined Zeppelin

The word is out that Led Zeppelin is planning to enter the Canadian-Ame- r
Championship Series. Their debut in automobile racing is to include a car transf
painted by Peter Max, and their car is rumored to have an even more spectacular pair
Meanwhile, five members of Emerson, Lake, & Palmer were arrested and found
creating a public nuisance, when they went swimming au naturelle in a Salt Lake City?

f--of

Dry dock your Eldorado
Cadillac dealer in St. Louis seems to have advance word concerning the es'
new customers (and old customers in good standing) he offers this!:
deal: he will lease an economy car to his "satisfied owners" for six months (presumat
be used while their normal cars are in dry dock) which, when the crisis subsides,
switched back for their Fleetwoods, Eldorados, etc. We trust Mr. Simon will be inform
the approaching end.
A

crisis. For his

The old fads are yet the best

The Central Missouri State University at Warrensburg recently held a
contest. The resurrection of this old (!) favorite (?) collegiate pastime led t
establishment of a new (we are told) record. CMSU student Eric Lee managed to swallo'
oi tne slippery little fish," and accordingly has been declared the new champion
P1-swallow-

The Sensuous Pipe, by

Venturi, Inc., apipe manufacturing firm, found in a recent market research profthat 76.8 percent of their most expensive pipes were purchased by women. The finM
curiosity aroused, commissioned a psychological study to determine why this iswwomen studied buy the pipes for "husbands, boyfriends, and lovers." The motivation
smokers are viewed by women as special men; sexy and superior in every Vay, "
s
psychologist who headed the study. Throw away the
and stock up on screens
-

-

zig-zag-

Gas for students, Rolaids for Simon
The National Student Lobby is attempting to meet with Energy Chief, William Si"1"!
a i an&c iui gaauiuit: iui nit jvz uniiiuu siuuenis in mis country wno commute iu
Lobby argues that the increasing cost of gasoline acts for many students as an tncre1!.
tuition, and seeks to make fuel freely available to students at reasonable prices. So fr
of you who drive from Olympic Village to the Hill, there's still a ray of hope.

y

.

Building.

This is the group's first tour outside
England. They will arrive in Gambler
Wednesday the 6th, will be eating in the
dining halls until their departure on the 9th,
and will probably welcome the opportunity to
converse with the natives.

ing

"V."

The New London Soloists Ensemble will
perform in Rosse Friday, February 8 at 8
p.m. The Ensemble consists of 10 strings,
flute and harpsichord; it was formed in 1970
by Ronald Thomas, noted British violinist.
All members are leading solo and chamber
musicians.
The program will feature
works, including two by J. S. Bach: the B
Minor Suite for Flute and Strings and the E
Major Violin Concerto. ALso on the program:
two Vivaldi concertos, the Boccherini Cello
Concerto in B flat, Symphony No. 1 in B flat
by William Boyce, and the Serenade for
Strings by Edward Elgar. Admission for this
Second George Gund Concert, under the
auspices of the Lectureships Committee, is
free; those who wish to secure a seat in
advance can get tickets at the Music
18th-centur-

. . .

J.JL1

Once houses are assembled, they
will be able to negotiate for the
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take
yearboo k pictures

liotobooth to
enior
p.

from

::

1

:i aphotobooth. Inside a photobooth, a
his or her own self
:i constructs
-- ;:t The
given time in which to make
r poses", the camera angle and the
are all set. No matter what happens in
: v.jth. the camera will click off three
rs Granted that the
camera doesn't
uperson to be photographed by his car
jUsroom, the camera does however
::a image of a person in the situation
.tag photographed.
The photograph
: siven its limits of time and focus,
irjtesthe gestures and personality of
r.iject. Thus it gives a portrait. The
to express
i::n begs the subject
'f it represents a challenge, but one
:ilfeel must be faced, and which I

present the events

Haines shows
genuine talent

of a whole year at Kenyon

College.
After so much ado, I hope you have an idea
of what to expect of the '74 Reveille and I hope
you will contribute as much as possible. I
especially hope the senior class can fire-ufor their pictures.
p

Cont. from p. 8
been on something of a journey for a long
time, that everywhere he goes he can find
objects and situations which relate to what he
is writing. He seems to be able to find in
many things some sort of connection which
he can't readily define, but he can and does
write about those things and wait for the

connecting factor

PictUleS
tell the story

that

results,

ss will yield
"'.ill that in mind,

senior pictures will
Minthe following manner: There is
- tooth at the Big N in Vernon. If you are
iar and want your picture in the
Ax! have your picture taken in their
"aid then turn in the strip to either the
;i3eoffice 2nd floor Pierce, Pierce 4, or

--

become apparent as his

poet-in-residen-

ce

721.

will be refunded. The

"aSOcents

in the yearbook with your
:Mtom. My deadline for these
1974.

"nil

to

Haines is presently the
at the University of Washington,
and hopes to pursue graduate studies,
presumably in writing or English, in the near
future. Mr. Hiunes' visit was sponsored by
the Poetry Circuit of Ohio, which has
provided the college with many other fine
artists this past year. It is my hope that the
poetry circuit will continue to bring such
genuine and fresh talent to the Kenyon
Community.
Mr.

i

3)x

progresses.

work
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entire

go

name

pictures

2,

lJ-il-

tojiveyouallanideaof what the rest
book will be like,
I'll give a brief
: ;
r.. There will be faculty pictures,
Miry pictures,
some organization
and special events on campus. We
articles ranging from dances, the
eating contest, and a review of
White's poems, to stories and feature
concerning life on campus and other
"awus, interesting
details of our
:":ce in and
around Gambier. Also,
i!l be a
section devoted to portraits,
fotographs selected will be based on
'hether the subject is a senior or a
Anyone may submit a photograph
dissection. I'm also looking for stories
j'Mles which illuminate some aspect of
'Dorthe school year of which you were

'--

in?

'--

--

lan.

--

'

$

--

j!

'

It you

or a group in which you are
present material both prose
'"'tares, which vnn fppl worthwhile. I
"Chappy to consider it. If you need a
;;;rjPher to help you I will be happy to
,';'' w. If you have an idea, try it out.
.plenty of room in a yearbook to
would

--
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Tuesday, February 12

?j f" rJ

7:M p.m. in

the Biology
Auditorium

of

Oak

Dr. Clyde Craven
Ridge National

Laboratory

will lecture on
"Nuclear Energy and Its
Environmental Impact"

Rented by Student Lectureships
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-

:

'

.

t f I

'
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:

i

m

mm
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on Fri., Feb. 15 at 8:00 p m Tickets 50 cents
Tom Rush will be performing in the fieldhouse
dinner in Peirce (and hopefully Gund).
and
lunch
at
for students, will go on sale Tues.
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Lords skate
past Miami
by George Ewing
.

Last Sunday morning Kenyon's ice hockey
team evened its record at
as they came
from behind to defeat the University of
.
Miami
The winning goal was scored by
freshman Bill Wadsworth with 1 : 58
remaining in the game. He was assisted by
linemates Chris Powers and Brad Meyers.
Steve Cannon and Meyers led all scorers
as they each tallied six points. Cannon had
four goals and two assists, while Meyers
collected three goals and three assists.
The game started slowly for the Lords as
they trailed
at the end of the first period.
Miami was passing well, and effectively
breaking up the few scoring threats which
Kenyon had started.
The second period saw the Lord defense
stiffen as they allowed only one Miami goal.
At the other end, the Lords scored on two
goals by Cannon and one by Meyers.
In the final period the Lords displayed
some unexpected stamina as they exploded
for six goals, while at the same time limiting
Miami to three. It was not until Wadswoth's
goal that the Lords first captured the lead at
1--

1

10-8-

Don Constantino, the most promising freshman swimming
top event, the breaststroke (Photo by Mark Teitelbaum).

prospect since

Rich James, int'

4-- 1

9--

OHIO CONFERENCE
BASKETBALL STANDINGS

Conference
Lost

8
9
6

1

Muskingum

6

Marietta

5
5
5
5

Wooster
Heidelberg
Otterbein

On the whole, Kenyon did not

play as well
as they are capable. This is due to their lack
if ice time. However, with two games this
week, against Otterbein and Oberlin, they
should be in good condition for next Friday's
show-dowwith Denison.

3

2
2
3
4
4

44
45

Denison
KENYON
Baldwin-Wallac- e

Oberlin
Ohio Wesleyan

n

T

Won

Wittenberg
Ohio Northern
Capital
Mt. Union

8.

Overall

5

5

4
5

7
7
7

1 1

7
7

3
2

7

8
6

8

4

1

7

5

1

9

1

9

7
10
14
9
13

SCORES

l

I
Heidelberg 72
Heidelberg 66Vj
-

.

.

-

2

11

TZT

'

Lost

Won
14
13
14
12
9

o

rev c

i

i- -

--
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Brad Meyer, high scorer of the hockey team (Photo by Bill Geist).

.?

Basketball

52

OWU 66V2

Track

Bethany 40
Marietta 43
Cincinnati 65

Wrestling
Wrestling

3

Swimming

33

Hockey 10

Miami

33
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